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PŘEDBĚŽNÁ SDĚLENÍ 
T W O - S T R I P RHEOLOGICAL MODEL FOR SIMPLE 
ORTHOTROPIC VISCOELASTIC BODIES 
[PRELIMINARY COMMUNICATION] 
ZDENEK SOBOTKA 
(Received November 30, 1965.) 
The complexity of the two-dimensional rheological behavior of anisotropic visco-
elastic bodies needs, in some cases, a special representation. Therefore, the author 
has introduced the two-dimensional rheological models, of which the two-strip model 
on Fig. 1 for orthotropic viscoelastic bodies is the most simple. It consists of the Hooke-
an elastic zone H and the Newtonian viscuous zone N. In the direction of the x-axis, 
it behaves like a Kelvin solid and in the direction of the y-axis like a Maxwell liquid. 
The stress ox is decomposed into 
the component oxl acting in the 
Gx1 elastic zone and into ox2 acting in 
the viscous zone. 
The normal strain rates at the 
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Fig. I. Two-Strip Rheological Model for a Viscoelastic 
Body. 
where Xx, Xy are the coefficients of normal viscosity, 
/ix, fiy the elastic Poisson ratios, 
vx, vy the viscuous Poisson ratios. 
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Introducing ox2 — GX — oxX into (1), 
(3) 
and hence 
dcтrl Er Ex , ч dc/v 
-~ + f GxX = f (ox - Vx(7y) + Џx ~f 
át Яr Яr dt 
(4) 
- ^ - ( L v t / Я . ) Е x , ч da 
— K " VX°У) + ^ * Г 
л r dт 
J x t / ^ л dT + Oxí0} . 
Substituting (4) into (1) and performing the integration, one obtains 
(5) sx = e~
 tE*'M [ f Y g ' ~ " ^ + ^ — A eE*t/A* dr + ^ 1 -
UoV 4 £x dt1 EJ 
L Є , 
(6) 
-(Ext/Àx) [ [ f K-(^ + v,)«t,]e^dt + °^ | 
which also represents the solution of the following first-order linear differential 
equation 
dev 
(?) Яv ^f + EX8X = Gx - (џx + Vr) Gy , 
dř 
corresponding to the rheological equation of a Kelvin solid. 
Introducing 
(8) GX1 = Exsx + \ixOy , 
obtained from (1), into (2), one obtains, after integration, 
(9) Ëy = - ЫЬt a
 ЏyEx £x + — [ 0 + VxVy) °y ~ VyGx + VXEX8X] ÚT . 
4 Jo 
After substituting from (6), this equation becomes 
(10) 
1 - VxPjy a _ Lh
Ex e 
•<E""ІÍ>-(" ix + Vx)ay]e
E^áx + ^ \ + 
((l + nxvy)ay - vyax + vyEx t T ^ l H Í f 1 \ax - (fix + vx) ay] . 






<*x = Exsx + Xx ~~ + (џx + vx) üy ; dt 
introducing this into (9) yields after differentiation, 
a = Ey rdsy + /fiyEx + vyXx\ ds^l 
1 - fixfiy L dt V Ey ly J dt J ' 
(12) __?_ -f (j Z v*vy)Ey 
dt (1 — lr^) A 
corresponding to the rheological equation of a Maxwell liquid; hence 
(13) a, = e- V (_____ Гl__ 





dт + G yor 9 
1. e . 
(14) 
E„ 
_ _ £У Г + //VI£x + _ЛЛel _ 
^-І:ИŤ+Ť)+' dт + G-v0e C>'ŕ , ftxtty/ '"y J U L \ *-y 
where Cv = (1 — vxvy) Eyj(l — LtxLI3,) Xv is the reciprocal relaxation time. 
Substituting (14) into (11) yields 
(15) _ , - _ A + _k±____r8, + ^ 
i - z ^ L V 
2__* + __*___ ľ , 
Fj ^ 
+ Xx-~ - (/гx + v x ). 
dt 
1 - ад 
1 - v-v, 
l ^ + ^ " _-
c>'тdт + ( j^ e~c> ř, 
The assumption of full compactness of the two-strip model yields, for the sym­
metrical shear stress and strain, the following expression 
(16) Vxy = °yx = Gsxy + Y] 
dt 
If however, the vertical boundaries of the model on Fig. 1 are free to deflect, the body 
behaves at the vertical shear like a Kelvin solid and the shear stress oxy is given by (16); 
for the horizontal shear, the equation of the Maxwell liquid is valid 
(17) dayx G 
de ___- + _ G G _S_ 
dt rj dt 
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from which 
(18) ayx = e-
(c""> ( T G ^ e ^ " dr + <-,,<,) . 
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